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 Hanns Kropff, “Frauen als Käuferinnen,” in: Die Reklame. Zeitschrift des Verbandes 

deutscher Reklamefachleute (July 1926), pp. 649-50. 

 Born in 1882 in Gablonz Austria-Hungary, Hanns Ferdinand Josef Kropff was the son of 

a Prague University professor.
1
 Beginning his studies in 1901 at the University of Munich, 

Kropff traveled around Germany to further his academic career, concluding his studies in 1908 

after attending universities in Berlin, Leipzig, and Vienna as well. It would not be long until 

Kropff himself would become a professor like his father before him, teaching at the University of 

Frankfurt am Main, where he would be one of the first professors to teach advertising theory at a 

German university.
2
 As a pioneer of the subject, Kropff was prolific in his writing of academic 

findings and studies centered around advertising theory, with many connecting to historical 

trends and psychological analysis, breaking new ground as he wrote and published his work.
3
  

In 1926 Kropff published the article that will be the focus of this essay, namely “Frauen 

als Käuferinnen” (translates to “Women as Shoppers”), in the German advertising-centric journal 

Die Reklame.
4
 While the journal itself published articles that spanned themes from the effects of 

the German national colors on consumers to the success of public billboards on drivers in 

London, the focus of “Frauen als Käuferinnen” is an examination of the shopping habits of 

German women and how one might be able to sway them through advertising and economic 

theory.
5
 However, while Kropff may seem to speak in facts and findings throughout this article, 

he has no citations and really relies on only anecdotal evidence and personal opinion. According 

to the headnote on the GHDI website, Kropff’s “psychological” article seems to show nothing 
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more than “Kropff’s patent sexism, [revealing] more about his own prejudices than about the 

psyches of his female subjects.”
6
  

Today, this article can be found in a few locations. Several online databases have posted 

both the translated and original versions of the document, such as the German History in 

Documents and Images (GHDI) website and Magazines.iaddb.org. However, through my own 

personal research spanning multiple online sources such as worldcat, it seems as though the 

physical copy has been lost to time. Beyond this, the article that has been used for (most of) the 

translations can be found in a German journal titled Zeitschrift des Verbandes deutscher 

Reklamefachleute, which translates to “Journal of the Association of German Advertising 

Professionals.” This journal contains articles ranging from 1918 to 1930 regarding German 

advertising.
7
 The most cited and well-known English translation of this article, as well as the one 

that appears on GHDI, is found in The Weimar Republic Sourcebook, translated by Anton Kaes, 

Martin Jay, and Edward Dimendberg.
8
  

While “Frauen als Käuferinnen” is not the most notable or widely cited piece of German 

literature, there are still a few academic writings that make use of Kropff’s “findings” stated 

within the document. When examining sources that directly reference “Frauen als Käuferinnen,” 

a common pattern seems to arise, namely that all of them only quote Kropff for a single statistic: 

“Women make or inspire 75% of all purchases.”
9
 What is ironic about this is that while Kropff is 

noted for being a sexist himself and through many of his writings, all three of the sources that 

reference this statistic within their own writings are pieces of feminist literature. As this statistic 

is the first line found in “Frauen als Käuferinnen,” I must wonder if these authors truly read the 

entirety of Kropff’s work, as the rest of the document relegates women to mere consumers who 

are more easily manipulated than their male counterparts, something I wouldn’t expect feminist 

studies papers to condone and reference in their own work. This leads me to believe that either 

these authors did not read the entire document and only referenced it for the statistic, or that they 

did not care that Kropff’s work was sexist and only wanted to use it for quotation of said “fact.”  
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